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6.0 Build 343 48K boot7em.360 E-DOSE 3.0-08 01/24/15 E-DOSE 3.0-08 01/21/16 A: It turned out that these files are just
text files, no executable. So I deleted them. Anyway, thank you for all the help anyway! Q: Php create a mysqli query result as
an array I'm currently creating a mysqli query result as follows: $id = $_GET['id']; $sql = "SELECT * FROM menus WHERE
id = ".$id." LIMIT 1;"; $result = mysqli_query($connect, $sql); $row = mysqli_fetch_array($result); $menu = $row['menu'];
echo $menu; However, this result being passed into JS via JSON as follows: data: JSON.stringify(menu) with menu being an
array containing the following: [{"id":2,"title":"about","page":"this is a page"},{"id":3,"title":"contact","page":"this is a page"}]
This means that when I parse the result in JS, I get a JS error. Uncaught SyntaxError: Unexpected token + I have heard that the
error is caused by the JSON.stringify() function. How can I pass the result to JS as a JSON object containing the array as
follows: [{"id":2,"title":"about","page":"this is a page"},{"id":3,"title":"contact","page":"this is a page"}] A: Try this $menu =
array(); while($row = mysqli_fetch_array($result)){ $menu[] = $row['menu']; } echo json_encode($menu); (i.e. you need the
array() part in mysqli_fetch_array to transform the result into an array instead of a stdclass object) Also, you might want to omit
$menu = $row['menu'] if the rest of your script doesn't depend on that. Otherwise, save the whole query in a variable and then
fetch it with mysqli_fetch_assoc or mysqli_fetch
Each kernel has its own resolution. You can choose between SVGA, X, 2X, 3X, 4X, for example. If there is no selection, the
defalt value is chosen. Best reccomendations For 4K you should see if you have an 8 core 8 thread CPU that is either Intel or
AMD. If you have an option for a 64 bit architecture then be sure to use that instead as the 64 bit OS's do not necessarily use all
of the cores in all of the 64 bit OS's as well as all of the threads in all OS's. If you have an option for the CPU optimization in
the BIOS and you have an option for L3 cache as well, be sure to use the best optimization. 4K 8 GB RAM Intel Core i7 7700K AIDA64 No, GTX 1080 Ti Intel X99 chipset 4 cores and 8 threads 16GB Ubuntu 18.04 64 bit $45 UEFI Bios Off Off
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